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curriculum followed is also given, and it will be of interest 
to both engin eers and others to note that the course a t 
Karlsruhe includes politi cal economy and labour· problems . 
There is also a greater tendency in Germany for the 
various branches of engineering to be treated by professors 
who .are also engaged in practical work. On another 
point the institution at Karlsruhe differs from the colleges 
in this country, namely, the students themselves. There 
appear to be no student organisations, and the sociability 
so characteristic of an English college is almost entirely 
wanting. 

SO CIETIES A.ND A.CADE1\JIES. 

LONDON. 

Royal Socie)jt-, JUne 27.-" The Annealing of Cnpper, ''ith 
Special Refetcnce to Dila t a tion." By , Prof. T. Turner 
and D. !\!{:; i.evy. Communicated by Pro'f. J. H. Poynting, 
F.R.S. 

Tk .. authors have employed a special form of extenso
·U< t er, in conjunction with a Le Chateller pyrometer, in 
order to trace the changes in the length oi metaiJic rods 
during the process of annealing, a nd have thus obtained 
continuous curves connecting dilatation and temperature. 
The rods, which were ;\:-inch . in square se£tion and 
35 inches long, were uniformly and regularly heated in a 
g as-fired furn ace. The chief featu re of the apparatus was 
the use of water-cooled copper. tubes for connecting the 
rod with the extensometer, a plug of non-conducting 
ma terial being used to prevent a ny cooling of the end of 
the rod by the water. By this method the whole of the 
rod W'iS in the furnace and uniformly heated, while the 
res t of the system was maintained a t a cons tant tempera
ture . The water-cooled tube attached to one end of the 
rod was firmly clamped , the other being free to move. 
On to this tube was screwed a br ightly polished brass 
disc, against which pressed a finely rounded projection 
attached to the short a rm of a bell-crank lever, which, 
traversing a scale, indicated the expansion of tbe rod. 

The scale was divided into mill imetres, each millimetre 
representing t / I2oo-inch expansion, corresponding to a 
magnification of 48 : I. The suitability and deli cacy of the 
apparatus were ascertained by testing bars of wrought iron 
and steel ; from the former a regula r line was obtained, 
while the latter gave a cu rve showing a m a rked change 
of volume at the critical poi nt (about 690° C.), thus agree

with Le Chatelier's results obtained by an entirely 
dtf'fere'nt method. Hard-dra wn copper bars gave a perfectly 
regular line, similar to tha t obtained with wrought iron; 
annea led copper also g ave a straight line. Experiments 
on rods of brass of different composition, on gun-metal , 
and on phosphor· bronze gave similar results. 

It thus appears that the change from the h ard, elasti c 
condition of worked copper and copper alloys to that of 
extremely soft metal is not accompanied by any alteration 
in length. On the other hand, it is known that allotropic 
changes in an element, such as occur in pure iron at 
about 88o0

, or such chemical constitutional changes as 
occur in iron-carbon alloys at critical temper a tures, are 
accompanied by marked alterations in volume, and the 
authors therefore conclude that the changes brought about 
by mechanical work, or by annealing of worked metals 
produce only internal re-arrangement of the 
molecules, but are of a different order from the chemical 
and physical changes, such as are correctly regarded as 
allotropic. 

" Experiments .611 a New Kathode Da rk Space 
in Helium anA- 'flydrogen. " By F. W. Aston. Com-
municate<L-by Prof. J. H. Poynting, F.R.S. 

Thi,> paper is a description of a new dark space, close 
ug to the kathode and ins ide the Crookes dark space, dis
c6vered by the author while investigating the length of 
the latter phenomenon in helium, and later found to be 
exhibited in a less marked degree in hydrogen. The 
length of the new dark space, which under measurable 
conditions from o-2 mm. to I·O mm . , is almost 
unalfe cted by the pressure of the gas, but varies roughly 
with the inverse square root of the current density. 

Careful observations show that the fall .of potential across 
the new dark space is constant for the same gas under 
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all observed conditions, and is in helium 30 volts; in 
hydrogen rs volts. The phenomenon may be accounted 
for by the supposition that the energy required to ionise a 
molecule of helium is a defini te qua ntity, and tha t an 
electron liberated from the surface of the kathode virtually 
at r est must fa ll freely through a definite potenti al in 
order to acquire that energy, so that the new dark space 
may be regarded a s the distance through which the 
electrons fall in order to attain sufficient energy to ionise 
the gas by collision w ith its molecules. 

The intense blackness of the new dark spaGe in pure 
helium bears out th is theory, by which a lso the following 
effect was predicted :-Since the behaviour of electrons 
liberated from molecules of the gas by collisions should 
be the same as that of those derived from the k a thode, 1f 
the ion isa tion just beyond a potential distance from 
kathode o f 30 volts is sufficiently concentrated there will 
be a further maximum of ionisation-a nd therefore of 
light- just beyond a potential distance of 6o volts, another 
beyond 90 volts, a nd so on , each getting less defini te than 
the previous one, so that the light in the Crookes 
spate should be striated in appearance. By suitable adJust
ment of conditions, several successive striations can be 
seen and photogra phed in he lium. Combining the poten
tial differences obtained from the length of the new dark 
space with the accepted values of e and m for the electron, 
the following values of the energy required to ionise and 
the velocity of the ionising electron are obtained :--

Hyrlrogen .r7 x ro-11 ergs 2"25 x 108 em. per sec. 
Helium... 3 ·4 x ro- 11 , 3 '2 x 108 , 

Not the slightest indication o.f the phenomenon has yet 
been observed in any "gas. 

Received July_; _«The Dispersion of Double R efrac
tion in Rela.Jjert to Crystal Structure." By Dr: T. .. 
Haveloclk Communicated by Prof. J. Larmor, Sec. R.S. 

In thts paper the object is to consider to wha t exten·t 
it ?s possible to regard double refraction, whether pro
duced artificially or occurring in natural crystals, as due 
simply to an reolotropic distribution _of similar pa rticles. 
The o rdinary theory of double refraction amounts to 
sidering the medium a s a collection of crystal molecules m 
cubical order all the varieties of dispers ion being postu
lated of . the' single particle; and similarly in 
double refraction, the <eolotropy is assumed to ongmate 
wholly in the \molecule, and to be 
through the quasi-elastic' force under which the poiansar 
tion electrons are supposed to vibrate. On the other hand, 
a theory which confines 'the effect ·,to a, _re-arrangement. of 
the molecules in , space will express the result by a modtfi
cation of the effective electric force operative at each 
particle . From this point of view the author develops a 
theory of the optical properties of a 
blage of isotropic particles. If the mediUm behaves hk:e a 
uniaxal crystal, it is found that the dou_ble. 
equal to the difference between the two pnnCipal mdices,. 
is propor tional to (tt 0 

2
- 1 )' j n 00 where n, is a mea n value 

measuring the refractive index of a ?'edium composed ?f 
the sam,; particles in the same denstty, but arranged m 
simple cubical order. . . . 

This gives a law of dispersiOn of double : e fractiOn, 
provided the dispers ion of the mean 111dex n, 1s . known. 
The formula is applied first to the refract' ?" pro-" 
duced artificially in s imple isotropic medta. Expenmental 
data a re available for the di spersion of the double refrac
tion produced in carbon disulphide by an electric fi eld, and 
these results are found to agree well with the formula 
given above. 

In the case of natural crystals, where the effect is 
larger, the theory indicates that t;he qua ntity 

(n 1
2

- r)- 1 -(n,"- r)-' 
should be independent of the wave-length, n, and n, being 
the ordinarv and extraordinary indices of the crysta l. This 
relation is ·round to hold very well for quartz over a wide 
range , a nd gives in this case the equation 

n,"-n/ =o·oi441(n,'- r)(n2
2

- 1). 

It follows, further , that the double refra ction decreases 
in absolute value with the mea n index n., tha t is, it 
decreases in general with increasing wave-length . This 
is the rule of dispers ion in most actual erystals, but there 
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are various exceptional cases of anomalous dispersion, and 
to cover these a modified theory of uniaxal crystals is 
given in the following terms. The molecules (or crystal 
units) of the medium are not necessarily to be supposed 
ellipsoidal in shape, but are optically aoolotropic, so that 
the subsidiary equations connecting the polarisation of a 

wi t.h the effective electric force are aoolotropic, 
with an axis. of symmetry; the particles a,re supposed to 
be arranged In a homogeneous assemblage, such that the 
effective cavity may be taken as a spheroid of small 
ellipticity With its axis of symmetry coincident in direction 
with that of the crystal unit. Hence an explanation is 
given of the anomalous dispersion of the double refraction 
in regions free from absorption, that is, when a medium 

of the same crystal units arranged in regular 
cubical order would give regular dispersion. The theory 
is considered finally in its general application to dis
persion in biaxal crystals. 

The author has attempted to connect the varieties of 
dispersion of double refraction with the structure of the 
cr-ystal under the following assumptions. The crystal unit 
contains vibrating electrons, so that <their combined effect 
is expressed by three principa l equations connecting the 
polarisation of the unit with the effective electric field · if 
then, these units are arranged in regular cubical order,' 
have a medium with principal refractive indices alon·g three 
fixed directions in space, and in this case it is assumed 
that there is regular decrease of the double refraction with 
increasing wave-length in regions away from absorption 
bands ·; but considering in general any other homogeneous 
assemblage, the effect is expressed by a change in the 
effective electric field acting on the crystal unit; this 

is estimated by supposing, as a sufficient approxim
atton, that the effective cavity is slightly ellipsoidal in
stead of. being spherical. Thus differences of packing of 
!he crystal. molecules are represented optically by variations 
In the ratiOS of the axes of the effective cavitv and in 
their directions in space compared with the polarisation 

of the individual unit. Combining these assumptions, 
1t 1s shown that they are sufficient for a descriptive theorv 
covering the varieties of dispersion of douhle refraction 
found in natural crystals. 

PARIS. 
Academy of Sciences, October 7.-M. Henri Becquerel 

in the chair.-The spectrum of t Daniel comet, 1907d: 
Jean Bosler. The spectrum nucleus of the comet 
was photograp the nig August 8 to 9, 18 to 19, 
and 19 to 20, WI exposu s rty minutes, one hour, 
and one hour n tes. De ails are given of the lines 
observed, w i ar to indica the presence of hydro-
carbons ·and yanogen. There are also some lines of \vhich 
the origin is uncertain.-Trigonometric series: Marcel 
Rieaz.-The execution of a geodesic chain of precision in 
the Sa':oy AIJ?S : Pal!! Helbronner. Particulars are given 
of the Immediate obJects of the survey, together> with a list 
of the thirty;three mostly mountain peaks, pro
posed to · be tncluded In the survey. Of these, twenty-six 
were completed between June 12 and September 28.
Spectroscopes with mirrors : Maurice Ham¥• The substi
tution of mirrors for objectives is often used in spectro
scopes. The. n?te · gives a study of the theory of 
the best. positton to gtve the face of the last prism or 
grating.to obtain a field of images as flat and as extended 
as posstble.-The thermoelectricity of nickel · the influence 
o! foreign , : H. P6cheux. Three' specimens 
mckel _were studted, the chemical analysis of each being 
determtned. Couples were formed of each of these with 
pure copper, and the . thermoelectromotive forces studied 
for a temperature range ·of 640° ·C. The curves of electro
motive force of the three c?uples were not parallel, but 
the results are comparable, dtffering -only by about o-25 per 
.-cnt. on · the averagec The simultaneous ·existence of 
copper . and cobalt in a sj5ecimen of nickel produces the 
most mark:d ?eviations of E .M.F.-Phenyl in 
the aro:natic wdohydrins by the elimination of HI from 
the same atom of carbon : M. Tit7eneau. The theory 
developed in previous papers regarding the migration of 
the pheriyl group in compounds of the type 

(Ar)R-C(OH)-CHI-R' 
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has been extended and confirmed by a study of . the corre. 
sponding ether oxides.-The phases of development of the 
Epicaridre; experimental verification of the na._ture of the 
Microniscidao: Maurice Cauller¥.-The presence of 
Tyroglyphinre in the ·1ortg bones of the wings of birds : 
E: · L. Troueaaart.-The existence of statoblasts in the 
scyphistome: Edgard Herouard.-The necessity of 
cultures in the study of the gonococcus : A. Guepln. The 
absence of the gonococcus, and of any other :pathogenic 
microbe, can only be admitted as . proved after negative 
results have been obtained from systematic cultures,..:.:...Some 
new fossil plants from the travertine of Sezanne : Rene 
Viguier. 

DIARY OF SOCIETIES. 
FRIDAY, OCTOBER t8. 

!JF Mac ENGINEERS, at P.-The Indicatrd Power 
and Mechamcal E ency of the Gas Engine: Prof. B. Hopkinson. 

THV'RSDAY, OcToBER o4; 
CHEMICA!- S E v · at Constituti!'n ' Phenol· and Quinol· 

phthalet alts. Contrtbuuon to the Qumol\md Theory ·Of Colour: 
A. G . reen anct · E. .J. N. Collie . .;...Production 
of Orcmol Com o.unds by .the,cAcuon of Heat on the Sodium Salt of 
Etbylacetoacet e; J .. N, ,C<>IJio and E. R, Chrystall.-A Simple ·Gas 
Generator for Opera,t,iqos: J. M. Sanders.-Some Double 
Fcrrocyanides. f P?tass_ium and _Ammonium: .J. Campbell 
Rrown.-Halogerl D.etermmattOQ m Substances: J. Moir.
Racemisation by Alkali as app)jed to the Resolution Of r·Mandelic Acid 
into it_s Optical•y Active. Isomeride-;: A. :McKenzie ·and H. A. ·Miiiler.
The Optical Activity of Cyclic Compounds: F. Buckney and 
H .. 0. Jones.-Keten. ·A New· Anhydr;de of Acet'c Acid: : N . . T. : M. 

Aclion of Pb:osphorus Pentachloride. on Hydroxy-tri
Succmic Ester. r :24 Dimetbyl Trimethylene x :2·Dicarboxylic 

Actd: H. Henstock and B. E. Woolley. 
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